Specific ion effects via ion hydration: II. Double layer interaction.
A simple modified Poisson-Boltzmann formalism, which accounts also for those interactions between electrolyte ions and colloidal particles not included in the mean potential, is used to calculate the force between two parallel plates. It is shown that the short-range interactions between ions and plates, such as those due to the change in the hydration free energy of a structure-making/breaking ion that approaches the interface, affect the double layer interaction at large separations through the modification of the surface potential and surface charge density. While at short separations (below the range of the short-range ion-hydration forces) the interaction can be attractive, at larger separations the interaction is always repulsive, as in the traditional theory. When the long-range van der Waals interactions between the ions and the system (ion-dispersion interactions) are accounted for in the modified Poisson-Boltzmann approach, an attractive force between plates can be generated. At sufficiently large separations, this attraction can become even stronger than the traditional van der Waals attraction between plates of finite thickness, thus generating a dominant long-range 'double layer attraction'. At small plate separations, the attraction generated by the ion-dispersion forces combined with the electrostatic repulsion due to the double layers overlap can lead to a variety of interactions, from a weak attraction (which is typically by at least one order of magnitude smaller than the traditional van der Waals attraction between plates) to a strong double layer repulsion (for sufficiently large surface charges). Both types of ion interactions (long-range van der Waals or short-range ionic hydration) strongly affect the magnitude of the double layer interaction, and can account for the specific ion effects observed experimentally. However, they do not affect qualitatively the traditional theory of the colloid stability, which predicts that the colloid is stable when there is a sufficiently large charge on the surface, and coagulates when the van der Waals interactions between two colloidal particles dominate. The only qualitative difference found when the ion-dispersion interactions were incorporated into the traditional double layer theory was the emergence of a 'double layer attraction' at very large separations, which, however, does not affect much the stability of colloids.